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ABOUT THIS COMMUNITY REPORT
This community report is about the ‘Looking after Community
Rights in Legacy Collections’ workshop carried out in
partnership between the Australian Institute for Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander Studies (AIATSIS) and Wangka
Maya Pilbara Aboriginal Language Centre. This workshop is a
part of the research project, ‘Preserve, Strengthen, Renew in
Communities’.
The project aims to involve communities in the development
of culturally informed processes and practices for returning
materials, creating and archiving new materials, and
managing existing collections.
Wangka Maya has deposited 51 collections of sound
recordings of language, stories, songs, and oral histories
at AIATSIS. Over 200 people have been recorded in these
materials. The recordings are in many different Pilbara
languages and are from all over the Pilbara region. The
recordings were made from 1973 until 2009 mostly by
different language specialists who worked in the Pilbara.
Access to these materials at AIATSIS depends on permission
from Wangka Maya.these materials at AIATSIS depends on
permission from Wangka Maya.

WHO IS AIATSIS?
AIATSIS is an archive of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
material. This material is preserved and stored safely for
use in the future.
Part of the job of AIATSIS is to gather materials to keep safe
in archives and to make those things available for other
people to see and learn from in the future.
AIATSIS also has to follow rules about who they share
material with so that important cultural material is only
shared with the right people.
Above: AIATSIS building in Canberra
Below: Original Von Brandenstein tape archived at AIATSIS
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AIATSIS looks after stories by:
}} Keeping them safe (storing photos and films
}} Making sure only the right people can see or hear
the stories
}} Helping communities to make new stories and look
after them
}} Helping communities to tell their stories through
research.
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Day 1
Lorraine Injie opened the workshop by telling the story of when she
was first working at Wangka Maya and how Wangka Maya started;
31 folders were created to store information for each of the Pilbara languages. However, these were almost all empty and in 1977
Lorraine came to AIATSIS to collect archived language materials
and took copies back to Wangka Maya. Wangka Maya has since used
these materials to create wordlists and dictionaries to preserve
Pilbara languages. Lorraine said the use of these language material held at AIATSIS has since helped to strengthen people’s identity,
culture, and heritage.

Preserve, Strengthen and
Renew Research Project
Mary Anne introduced the research project which aims to
develop, with communities, culturally informed and safe
processes for managing collections and archiving new
materials, and returning copies of material. A particular aim
is to work with Wangka Maya to make sure that AIATSIS is
following culturally safe protocols for listening to and getting
copies of materials.
AIATSIS would also like to use this research to write up a report
about the process to share what worked and what didn’t work
with other communities.
Julie commented that the benefits of this for Wangka Maya are
to ensure Wangka Maya materials are kept safe and accessible
at AIATSIS in culturally safe ways. In creating these processes,
Wangka Maya can then use them to assist in creating regional
standards for research and recording and work toward their
goal of being a regional research hub.

Issues for Wangka Maya
Kayleen said that an important issue for the group was having
a regional standard to ensure community rules are followed.
She also mentioned that working out ways to sort out
copyright issues needed to be a priority.
Julie commented that ‘the role of holding a collection is more
than policies and procedures; it’s also about having good
relationships.’
Lorraine said understanding deposit procedures can make
access easier.
Above: Wangka Maya Pilbara Aboriginal Language Centre Meeting Room
Below: Wangka Maya Pilbara Aboriginal Language Centre

A few people raised the issue that copyright remains poorly
understood. In particular, people don’t understand that even
though people in the community own things collectively,
copyright doesn’t protect this.
Other copyright problems Wangka Maya faced were assigning
copyright; employees and volunteers; and moral rights. It was
decided AIATSIS would provide more information about this on
Thursday.

Accessing materials
The group then discussed how materials are currently
accessed at Wangka Maya and AIATSIS. When someone
comes to AIATSIS to either listen to a recording or to have a
copy, AIATSIS asks Wangka Maya for permission. This can be
difficult if the person who was recorded is deceased and there
are no directions from them about who will give permission
for their recordings to be listened to or used. Sometimes
the next of kin is not listed either so the Wangka Maya
Board usually takes on the role of finding out who can give
permission.
Jason said the current permission form to obtain a copy of
materials requires the requester to seek permission from
their Elders, to state their relationship to the depositor, and
for Wangka Maya to seek permission from the relevant people.
Kayleen suggested that for recordings made by or deposited
at Wangka Maya in the future, the copyright agreement could
also include an option asking ‘do you give permission for this
recording to be listened to at AIATSIS?’
Tom explained for other material at AIATSIS (not belonging to
Wangka Maya) when family requests to listen to something
or have a copy, AIATSIS does not require proof of connection.
The person will sign a form to say they are only using it for
personal use and AIATSIS records who is receiving a copy.

Above: Agreement for copying material from Wangka Maya
Below: Wangka Maya PALC Copyright Agreement (License)

Problems with accessing materials
There was agreement that the main reason to store recordings
is for family and community to have access to them.
Julie said it is important for them to set out exactly what people
can and cannot do with material and ensure people know the
consequences.
Wangka Maya want to uphold agreements made with families
in the copyright agreements so that people know that their
material is handled safely.
Julie said there is a need to maintain a link between families
and their material so places like AIATSIS and Wangka Maya
know who to talk to and the families know about their
recordings.
There was concern about what to do with materials that
contained personal information such as link-up data, family
history records, or a recording when someone might have said
something that is going to embarrass them or their families
later on.
Julie suggested a review is done of things that were already
recorded to create a proactive process of gathering information
about speakers and family, and make agreements to decide
ongoing management and relationships.

Listening to recordings

Who can listen to the recordings?

The group then listened to some of the recordings held in the
AIATSIS archive. The first recording was WANGKAMAYA_18,
which was a recording of Jack McPhee singing and explaining
the meaning of particular words and a song. The group
discussed the song recognising language, places, words, and
were able to translate portions of the song.

Mary Anne asked if it was possible to identify any existing
recordings that were at AIATSIS that could be listened to
without having to come to Wangka Maya for permission. The
Board agreed this was difficult to determine without listening
to the recordings and discussing each one with people in the
families and older people in the community.

Janet said it was important to be
‘listening to his songs, telling the stories, talking about
country.
The songs can tell you stories.’

To listen at AIATSIS, you need permission from Wangka Maya.
Jason informed the group that at Wangka Maya the process
for people listening to thingsfollows community knowledge
and isquite informal. If the Wangka Maya staff know the
person is family or an elder they can listen but otherwise
permissions might need to be sought.

Kayleen commented that hearing the recording
‘makes it all the more real why we have to protect that, how
valuable that it is, and how important it is to have stringent
rules.’

Concern was expressed that Wangka Maya don’t have time or
staff to provide people with access to materials.
Jason also said Wangka Maya does not get many requests
and those they do are for large amounts of material, i.e. all
material relating to a particular language.
Kayleen commented it would be a huge benefit if people were
able to access material in both Port Hedland and Canberra.
Greg said how important it was that Wangka Maya and
AIATSIS processes to have the same rules for the recordings
that they look after.

How can the processes for listening
be improved?
Kayleen suggested starting to break down unknowns about
what material Wangka Maya has so that families know what is
held and can become more involved.
Kayleen also suggested the content of recordings might not be
as important as making sure families have cultural authority
and can decide what happens to material. The group did not
decide which was more important.
For example, the Nyamal Train song – even though it is a public
song, there are still processes about who can carry the song,
who can take it to other places etc. So even though the content
is public, the family’s cultural authority is still important.
Greg said the processes are harder when something is
Corroboree compared to something that is public.
Julie suggested a work plan be made to manage reviewing the
materials.

Above: Alice Mitchell viewing images of Country at AIATSIS, November 2016 with
Ash, an access staff member
Below: Teena Taylor looking at photographs with an access staff member

Day 2

Information about relevant laws

On Thursday, a larger workshop was held with Wangka
Maya, Juluwarlu, and IBN. Mary Anne introduced the
research project and attendees signed consent forms
to record the workshop.

Tom gave some information about confidential information,
Indigenous Cultural and Intellectual Property (ICIP), and
copyright including moral rights, and employees and
volunteers working with organisations. All organisations were
happy to receive this information.
Wangka Maya emphasised the importance of their material
not being used by other organisations and individuals for
commercial benefit. Tom suggested protocols and contracts
are the best way to protect law and culture where western law
falls short.

Below: Looking after Community Rights in Legacy Collections Workshop

Julie said Wangka Maya and other community organisations’
policy development comes from strong social and cultural
perspective but may lack legal force. The industry as a
whole suffers from a lack of knowledge about the law and
particularly about what their rights as organisations are.

Access protocols
Each organisation discussed their protocols for providing
access to material. Wangka Maya generally provides access
for personal use only. Juluwarlu said they find it hard to
prioritise this issue as they are trying to deal with such a
large amount of material. Noelene (Juluwarlu) noted that as a
community organisation with only a few staff they often agreed
to help out with some things like providing photos for eulogies
without requiring permissions.

Loss of materials
A big issue for the group was materials being kept by
mining companies. Anne said ‘mining companies don’t have
background cultural knowledge, they don’t understand.
Cultural things are getting taken away. People don’t see
that, they just see dollar signs, trains carrying iron ore.’ The
materials mining companies collect are not properly looked
after and need to be linked to communities. Lorraine said
the community was ‘losing important cultural and linguistic
knowledge.’
A particular problem is what mining companies might do with
that knowledge and the risk that they may be used against
community interests. The group felt having regional guidelines
may demonstrate to mining companies there were rules
requiring compliance. Establishing a protocol with AIATSIS
first may provide a basis for regional protocols. Regional
organisations could collaborate to agree on principles of
recording, researching, and archiving, to be applied to work
done by organisations or others doing research in the Pilbara.
Mining companies could make sure their consultants abided
by the protocols.
Annie and Kayleen stressed the longer these issues remain
unresolved and the longer archives are closed, the harder it
will be to access material later and the more likely they are to
get lost.
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Looking at photo books
The group then looked at photo books containing images
taken by Carl Von Brandenstein in the Pilbara and other
surrounding places in 1964 to 1984..The photographs have
been held in the AIATSIS archive. AIATSIS has digitised them
to preserve them and make them easily accessible to families.
The group added details to the captions of the photographs.
Copies of some photographs were also ordered by Wangka
Maya and individuals through the ROMTIC Return of Materials
to Indigenous Communities Program.
People at the workshop also suggested leaving copies of the
photo books with Juluwarlu, IBN and Wangka Maya so more
family members could share them. . Lorice said her father
might be able to give more information on some of the photos.
AIATSIS has now made more copies of the photo books and
will send one to each organisation. AIATSIS will continue
to collect more information on the photos to add to their
database. This will make it easier for people to find photos of
their family or their country.

Sharing information about
materials
Jason and Kazuko met after the workshop to discuss how
information about the collection items is kept. Wangka Maya’s
information about material is scattered across a database and
spread sheets, and is arranged by projects.
After comparing information, they realised that the field tape
numbers recorded in Wangka Maya’s database are different
from the field tape numbers provided to AIATSIS at the time
of deposits. This makes mapping between Wangka Maya’s
database and AIATSIS’s records difficult.
Kazuko provided Wangka Maya with a digital copy of all of their
material deposited at AIATSIS, finding aids, audition sheets,
and the lists of field tapes Wangka Maya provided to AIATSIS
at the time of deposits. Kazuko said any additional sharing of
information would be welcome.
Kazuko also gave Jason a list of tapes which were supposedly
deposited at AIATSIS but that were not received, or are blank
tapes.
Jason said that he thought Wangka Maya should resume
depositing materials at AIATSIS—the last deposit was made
in 2009—but that this may not be realistic under current
resource constraints.

What are the next steps?
}} Make a work plan for reviewing of materials, taking
resourcing into account
}} The Board gave in-principle agreement for the project
so a research agreement needs to be signed
}} Need to define the boundaries of the research
before signing
}} AIATSIS will send copies of the photo books so more
community members can see the photos
}} Wangka Maya will include a permission on the
copyright license for listening to / copying at AIATSIS
}} Mary Anne will come back in October
}} A national forum will be held in March.

